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EDI Review Committee Meeting Minutes 

From Monday, October 5, 2015 

Respectfully Submitted by Jamie Gaucher 

 

 

Present: Nick Artim, Kathleen Ramsay, Jamie Gaucher, Amey Ryan, Jim Robinson, John 

Freidin, Christina Johnston, Jan Demers, Sam Ostrow, Donna Donahue 

 

The meeting was called to order by Jamie Gaucher at 5:10 p.m. and those present commenced a 

walking tour of the site via the Cross Street Bridge, the second floor of the Town’s new office 

building and the parking lot adjacent to Ilsley Library.  The tour - led by John Dale of Breadloaf 

Corporation – allowed members of the committee to ask questions and gain a greater 

appreciation for some of the development issues related to the site. 

  

After returning to the Ilsley Library Community Room, Jamie Gaucher solicited additional 

questions about the site.  Concerns around a proposed building or project surfaced but no 

additional questions around the site were put forth. 

 

Jamie Gaucher then asked members of the Committee to review and offer comments around the 

minutes from the September meeting.  John Freidin suggested three additions to the minutes – 

(1) the additional inclusion of NexBridge’s suggestion to not compensate the Town via purchase 

of the site; (2) inclusion of NexBridge’s erroneous response to a question about estimated tax 

revenue from a project; and (3) inclusion of the fact that by some estimates NexBridge’s 

proposal fails to account for up to 91 parking places.  Jim Robinson asked that inclusion of the 

fact that the previous meeting’s conversation with NexBridge was exploratory in nature and that 

the responses mentioned were not “hard and fast.” 

 

Freidin also expressed some confusion around the committee’s charge from the Middlebury 

Selectboard and some additional confusion around who was serving on the committee. 

  

Jamie Gaucher then initiated a conversation around how the committee should best move 

forward in light of forthcoming construction details; the need to attract additional investment and 

the extensive permitting process in front of any project.  That conversation turned toward a 

request to reengage NexBridge collaboratively and review a new set of potential building 

schematics.  John Dale and Bryan Phelps then led the group through several additional diagrams 

representing various options for development.  

 

John Freidin suggested that the scope of the project be increased to include the library, the local 

movie theater and the Ben Franklin building (currently for sale). 

 

The larger group then participated in a conversation around construction costs and the financial 

aspects of a market-driven approach to the project and the process around developing a proforma 

associated with development.  Nick Artim reiterated that “we are not developers” and that he was 

expecting NexBridge to suggest an appropriate project.  NexBridge suggested that they have 

already done that work and that additional work would require additional resources.  The larger 

group then continued to explore details and options around any development of the site. 
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Sam Ostrow then suggested that one option that should be further explored is the height of any 

proposed development – suggesting a closer connection to the natural landscape of Vermont and 

bringing additional value to the bottom line/ financing of any project.  Noting concerns around 

access in case of fire the NexBridge team volunteered that they have explored additional height 

of the larger concept and the options around additional height to any individual piece. 

 

Victoria DeWind suggested parking is a priority and that the process should incorporate an 

additional amount of public input. 

 

Amy Ryan suggested that additional public input might not be beneficial at this point in time and 

that she was prepared to recommend to the Selectboard that they move forward with the 

NexBridge team and their approach to a prospective development and her remarks were accepted 

by the group as a motion.  The motion was seconded by Christina Johnston.  After further 

discussion the motion was passed by a count of 9 – 1. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:15pm. 


